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Isolation and cultivation of wild-type viruses in model organism cells or tissues is standard practice in virology.
Oftentimes, the virus host species is distantly related to the species from which the culture system was developed.
Thus, virus culture in these tissues and cells basically constitutes a host jump, which can lead to genomic changes
through genetic drift and/or adaptation to the culture system. We directly sequenced 70 avian influenza virus
(Orthomyxoviridae) genomes from oropharyngeal/cloacal swabs collected from wild bird species and paired
virus isolates propagated from the same samples following isolation in specific-pathogen-free embryonated
chicken eggs. The data were analyzed using population genetic approaches including evaluation of single
nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) frequencies and divergence with pooled-sequencing analyses, consensus
sequence placement in neighbor-joining trees, and haplotype reconstruction and networks. We found that
propagation of virus in eggs leads to skewed SNP mutation spectra with some SNPs going to fixation. Both
synonymous and nonsynonmous SNP frequencies shifted. We found multiple consensus sequences that differed
between the swabs and the isolates, with some sequences from the same sample falling into divergent genetic
clusters. Twenty of 23 coinfections detected had different dominant subtypes following virus isolation, thus
sequences from both the swab and isolate were needed to obtain full subtype data. Haplotype networks revealed
haplotype frequency shifts and the appearance or loss of low-frequency haplotypes following isolation. The re
sults from this study revealed that isolation of wild bird avian influenza viruses in chicken eggs leads to skewed
populations that are different than the input populations. Consensus sequence changes from virus isolation can
lead to flawed phylogenetic inferences, and subtype detection is biased. These results suggest that for genomic
studies of wild bird influenza viruses the biological field should move away from chicken egg isolation towards
directly sequencing the virus from host samples.

1. Introduction
In vitro culture is an integral part of virological research and sur
veillance. Virologists employ culture for a multitude of uses including
growing stocks of virus for vaccine development and research for new
virus discovery. Most culture, or virus isolation (VI), happens in cell
lines or tissues from certain model species. For example, standard
influenza A virus (Orthomyxoviridae) isolation can be performed using
Madin-Darby canine kidney (MDCK) cells or specific-pathogen-free
embryonated chicken eggs (ECE). Virus isolation is a powerful tech
nique and not overly laborious, which facilitates wide-spread use, thus,

many molecular laboratories have culture capabilities. A critical
consideration for developing a VI system is determining that the
resulting viruses accurately reflect the originating virus. If changes or
adaption occur, the inferences drawn about progenitor wild-type virus
biology can be biased. Changes to viruses in VI are known phenomena to
many virologists, yet, these changes are often not fully understood.
Given that many viruses, in particular RNA viruses, have high mutation
rates and are highly adaptable, having knowledge of the impact of cul
ture on wild-type viruses can be highly valuable.
RNA viruses rapidly evolve through random mutations caused by
lack of RNA polymerase proofreading mechanisms, high replication
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kinetics, and large population sizes (Holland et al., 1982). The majority
of these mutations are deleterious, however, rapid genomic change is
also one reason behind high adaptability and cross-species transmission
(Bordería et al., 2011). During each round of viral replication, mutations
accumulate in the genomes resulting in a diverse population of geno
types with low divergence. Oftentimes, unique, diverse populations,
rather than a single clonal organism, are transmitted to a new host. This
has been demonstrated for influenza A (Diaz et al., 2017) and West Nile
(Grubaugh et al., 2017) viruses.
Influenza A viruses infect a multitude of avian and mammalian
species. Outbreaks in humans and agricultural animals can have serious
health and economic repercussions. Avian influenza viruses (AIVs) are
of particular concern as waterfowl (Anseriformes) and shorebirds
(Charadriiformes) serve as reservoirs and harbor high viral diversity that
can lead to spillover events and outbreaks in domestic poultry and
humans (Jeong et al., 2014; Olsen et al., 2006; Piaggio et al., 2009).
Influenza A viruses have negative-sense single-stranded segmented RNA
genomes with eight segments that are characterized by subtyping the
surface glycoproteins encoded by the hemagglutinin (HA) and neur
aminidase (NA) gene segments. There are 18 HA and 11 NA influenza A
subtypes, with H1 through H16 and N1 through N9 detected in birds
(Suarez, 2016). The other six gene segments, deemed the internal seg
ments, are the matrix protein (MP), the polymerase genes (PB1, PB2,
and PA), the nucleoprotein (NP), and the non-structural protein (NS),
and range in size from 890 base pairs (bp) to 2341 bp long (Murphy
et al., 2012; Spackman and Suarez, 2008).
The main culture system for AIVs is ECEs, which can effectively act as
interspecies transmission given that AIVs have adapted to the natural
reservoir species and may face a potential selection pressure when
infecting chicken cells. The initial bottleneck from cross-species trans
mission and increased mutation rate can lead to functional changes that
initially accumulate through genetic drift but can lead to adaptation
(Moncla et al., 2016). The most recent estimates of influenza mutation
rates range from 1.8 × 10− 4 to 2.5 × 10− 4 mutations per nucleotide per
gene segment replication (Pauly et al., 2017). To date, most of the
studies evaluating VI induced changes were focused on mammalian
adapted, in particular human adapted, influenza A viruses. For example,
Lee et al. (2013) analyzed H3N2 human influenza viruses after passage
in MDCK cells and found multiple genetic mutations, both synonymous
and nonsynonymous, following VI. The authors also documented the
spontaneous emergence of an antiviral mutation in the NA gene segment
that only occurred in isolates. Further, genomic mutations following VI
in ECEs have been shown to reduce influenza vaccine efficacy (Skow
ronski et al., 2014).
In this study we utilized AIV samples that were collected during
routine surveillance in wild birds to evaluate the impact of virus isola
tion in ECEs on wild-type viruses. A critical goal of surveillance efforts is
to accurately document AIV diversity in reservoir species in natural
ecosystems, thus if culturing alters these data, then surveillance out
comes can be biased. Additionally, evaluating testing schema that will
decrease the number of laboratory assays to be conducted on each
sample may lead to resource savings. We compared paired samples that
consisted of swabs collected directly from birds and the same samples
inoculated into and harvested from ECEs. We used high-throughput
sequencing, SNP phasing, haplotype reconstruction, and population
genetic approaches not previously applied to studies of genomic varia
tion following AIV isolation in ECEs. We hypothesized that passage
through ECEs would cause genetic bottlenecks, genetic drift, and se
lection that shift SNP frequencies resulting in different virus populations
compared to the wild-type.

Wildlife Disease Program Wildlife Tissue Archive housed at the Colorado
State University Veterinary Diagnostic Laboratory includes over 36,000
AIV matrix gene PCR positive samples collected from 2006 to 2012 and
2014 to present. We obtained 70 paired, oropharyngeal/cloacal swab
and isolate samples collected from eight bird species (Table A.1). For
virus isolation, the samples were treated with antibiotics and inoculated
into the allantoic cavity of specific-pathogen-free 10–12 day old
embryonated chicken eggs and incubated at 37◦ - 38 ◦ C for 72 h. All
samples were subjected to a single passage, except eight samples
(AH0037274S,
AH0037501S,
AH0037508S,
AH0037519S,
AH0037693S, AH0037735S, AH0044281I, AH0056841S), which went
through two passages. Allantoic fluid was harvested and tested for
presence of AIV by real-time PCR. RNA was extracted from the virus
isolation samples (referred to in this paper as “isolates”) and directly
from the original swab samples (referred to in this paper as “swabs”),
providing the paired samples for sequencing. RNA was extracted using
the MagMAX™-96 AI/ND Viral RNA Isolation Kit (ThermoFisher, USA)
automated on a KingFisher™ system (ThermoFisher, USA). We followed
the manufacturer’s protocol with a final elution volume of 90 μL. All of
the isolates and swabs were extracted in every other plate well,
maximum number of occupied wells per 96-well plate was 48, to reduce
the chance for nucleic acid carryover. Negative controls were included
on each plate. All of the following molecular protocols were performed
at the NWRC Wildlife Genetics Laboratory.
Whole genome sequencing. For this study we replicated the stan
dard genome sequencing approach used by AIV diagnostic labs, with an
adaptation for uncultured virus samples. Influenza virus genomes were
initially amplified using a multi-segment reverse transcriptase PCR
similar to Zhou et al. (2009). We used the Superscript III high-fidelity
RT-PCR kit (ThermoFisher, U.S.A.) and the influenza-specific Opti1
primer set that targets the 12 bp conserved regions on the 5′ and 3′ ends
of each gene segment. This primer set includes primers Opti1-F1 (5′ GTTACGCGCCAGCAAAAGCAGG), Opti1-F2 (5′ -GTTACGCGCCAGC
GAAAGCAGG), and Opti1-R1 (5′ -GTTACGCGCCAGTAGAAACAAGG).
Amplification of the swab RNA occurred in 50 μL reactions and con
tained 25 μL 2× rt-PCR reaction buffer, 0.2 μM of both Opti1-F1 and
Opti1-F2, 0.4 μM of Opti1-R1, 2 uL of the RT/Taq enzyme and 10 μL of
RNA template. The isolates were amplified using the same reaction mix
but lower concentrations of primers, 0.1 μM of both Opti1-F1 and Opti1F2, 0.2 μM of Opti1-R1, 1 uL RT/taq enzyme, and 5 μL of RNA template.
The PCR thermocycler program for whole genome amplification for
the swabs was as follows: 55 ◦ C for 2 min , 42 ◦ C for 60 min, 94 ◦ C for 2
min, 5 cycles of 94 ◦ C for 30 s / 44 ◦ C for 30 s/ 68 ◦ C for 3.5 min, 30
cycles of 94 ◦ C for 30 s/ 57 ◦ C for 30 s / 68 ◦ C for 3.5 min, and a final
extension of 68 ◦ C for 10 min. The program for isolate amplification was
identical but with 26 cycles of 94 ◦ C for 30 s/ 57 ◦ C for 30 s / 68 ◦ C for
3.5 min. Whole genome amplification success was evaluated by running
a subset of samples on a 1% agarose gel stained with ethidium bromide.
PCR products, and all library preparation reactions, were purified with
TotalPure NGS beads (Omega Biotek, U.S.A.). We prepared libraries
using the Nextera XT DNA library kit (Illumina, U.S.A.). Libraries were
pooled then evaluated and quantified on a Qiaxcel (Qiagen, Germany)
using the DNA High Resolution Kit and with qPCR using the KAPA Li
brary Quantification Kit for Illumina Platforms (KAPA Biosystems, U.S.
A), respectively. Libraries were sequenced with a MiSeq reagent kit V2
500-cycle (Illumina, U.S.A).
AIV genomes were processed and assembled using a customization
of the AUIR pipeline (https://github.com/Abdo-Lab/auir). We trimmed
and quality filtered reads using TRIMMOMATIC (Bolger et al., 2014). Host
(chicken (Gallus gallus) and duck (Anas platyrhynchos)) and bacterial
reads were removed with BWA (Li and Durbin, 2009) using mallard,
chicken, and bacterial genomes downloaded from ENSEMBL (Zerbino et al.,
2018). Low coverage reads were filtered and reads were normalized
using BBTOOLS (https://sourceforge.net/projects/bbmap/). We conducted
de novo assembly using SPAdes (Bankevich et al., 2012), scaffolded
contigs using SSPACE (Boetzer et al., 2010), and annotated with BLAST

2. Materials and methods
2.1. Samples and whole genome sequencing
The United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) National
2
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(Altschul et al., 1990). FASTA, FASTQ, and BAM files were all manip
ulated using SEQKIT (Shen et al., 2016), SEQTK (https://github.com/lh3/
seqtk), and SAMTOOLS (Li et al., 2009). Genome quality statistics,
including genome coverage, were calculated with SEQKIT or QUAST (Gur
evich et al., 2013). Quality of genomes sequenced from the swabs was
assessed by the number of gene segments recovered, the length of each
gene segment, and genome coverage. We mapped reads to reference
contigs for each gene segment from each sample (swabs and isolates)
using MOSAIK v2.2 (Lee et al., 2014). Single nucleotide polymorphisms
(SNPs) were identified and genotyped using LOFREQ v2 (Wilm et al.,
2012). Given the potential for PCR-induced and sequencing errors, we
only used SNPs with a frequency greater than 0.01. Haplotype recon
struction was conducted using QUASIRECOMB with the -noGaps and
–noRecomb options (Töpfer et al., 2013). To make haplotype sequence
alignment files that represent population frequencies for estimation of
haplotype diversity and networks we used the duplication function of
SEQKIT and derived the total number of sequences based on the mean
coverage for each gene segment. We aligned full haplotype files and
consensus sequences using MUSCLE v3.8.425 (Edgar, 2004) implemented
in GENEIOUS v11.1.4 (Biomatters Ltd., USA).

3. Results
3.1. Whole genome sequencing
We obtained sequences from all 70 paired samples collected from 19
states and eight host species (Table A.1). Forty-eight of the samples
(69%) were collected from mallards (Anas platyrhychos). We recovered
56 (80%) full length genomes from the isolates and 52 (76%) from the
swabs. The mean genome coverage for the isolates was 1972× (range:
245–5214) and 1397× (range: 58–5174) for the swabs. The mean
coverage for each gene segment and sample size from which we recov
ered a gene segment is provided in Table 1. As expected, the shortest
gene segments, NS and MP, had the highest coverage with PB1, one of
the longest, having the lowest. We identified nine HA subtypes and nine
NA subtypes (Table 2). The most common subtype combination from the
samples was H3N8 (n = 23; 34%; Table A.1). In four samples, we failed
to obtain sequences for either the HA or NA gene segments in the swabs,
but did recover the full subtype in the isolates (Table 3). There were 20
samples (30%) with coinfections detected either in the swab, isolate, or
both (Table 3). We removed three samples from further analyses because
no HA or NA subtypes were shared between the swab and the isolate
with only 8 full length contigs recovered from each, leading to the
possibility of sample cross contamination or mislabeling, leaving a total
of 67 samples. For the majority of samples with coinfections (n = 17;
85%) we found that the subtypes detected differed between the swabs
and the isolates (Table 3). We only detected 13 coinfections (65%) in the
swabs and eight (40%) in the isolates. Both isolates and swabs were
needed to detect the full suite of coinfections. Genome consensus se
quences are available in NCBI GenBank under accession numbers
MT818614 - MT819253 and unprocessed sequence reads are available
in the NCBI Sequence Read Archive under accession numbers
SAMN15698816 - SAMN15699032.

2.2. Statistical analyses
We estimated multiple population genetics statistics to assess dif
ferences between AIV genomes collected and sequences from swabs and
isolates. We used a pooled-sequencing approach to analyze genetic di
versity and genetic changes by analyzing .vcf files for the number of both
nonsynonymous (dN) and synonymous (dS) SNPs, and nucleotide di
versity for all of the SNPs (π) for the swabs and isolates using SNPGENIE
(Nelson et al., 2015). To test for differences in allele frequencies we used
the fixation index (FST) and Fisher’s exact test for allele frequency dif
ferences, both calculated with POPOOLATION2 (Kofler et al., 2011b) with
max-coverage set at maximum coverage for each gene segment
(Table A.1) and copies per μL of the swab samples, estimated from
droplet digital PCR from (Hopken et al., 2020), used as proxies for pool
sizes. Significance for the Fisher exact tests was assessed at α = 0.05 with
Bonferroni correction (Rice, 1989). Density distributions of SNPs
detected within each gene segment from each sample (swabs and iso
lates) were visualized in a ridgeline plot generated in R using the
packages ggplot2 (Wickham, 2016) and ggridges (Wilke, 2018).
To evaluate if genetic diversity changed between swabs and isolates,
we tested for differences in the mean and the variance of π between
paired samples using the Wilcoxon rank sum test and the Fligner-Kileen
test (Fligner and Killeen, 1976) for variance in R, respectively. Haplo
type diversity (h) was calculated in DNAsp v.6 (Rozas et al., 2017) using
the reconstructed haplotypes from QUASIRECOMB. Both π and h are mea
sures of genetic diversity with π representing pairwise proportion of
differences in SNP alleles within a population and h representing pair
wise differences of haplotypes within a population. Comparing these
metrics between swabs and isolates can illuminate increases or de
creases of population genetic diversity and lead to interpretation of the
mechanisms of change (e.g., natural selection versus genetic drift).
Minimum-spanning haplotype networks from haplotype alignments
were constructed using POPART (Leigh and Bryant, 2015). Differences in
consensus sequence alignments for each gene segment were evaluated in
GENEIOUS using the find duplicates function. Majority-rule neighborjoining (N-J) trees were constructed from consensus sequence align
ments of samples that demonstrated nucleotide differences between the
swabs and isolates using the GENEIOUS tree builder, the HKY model, and
1000 bootstrap replicates (Felsenstein, 1985; Hasegawa et al., 1985;
Saitou and Nei, 1987). For HA and NA gene segments we only built trees
for H3 and N8 because these had the largest sample sizes and the high
genetic divergence between subtypes confounds tree interpretation.

3.2. Sequence polymorphisms and diversity
Neighbor-joining (N-J) trees revealed consensus sequence changes
between swabs and isolates (Fig. 1; Figs. A.1–A.7). The N-J trees and the
percent nucleotide differences (Table A.2) demonstrate that some paired
consensus sequences were highly divergent. For example, The PB2 gene
segment had 35 (54.7%) samples with paired consensus changes and
seven of these samples that clustered differently within the tree (Fig. 1).
A similar pattern can be seen for the other gene segments with the NP
segment having the highest percentage of samples with differences be
tween consensus sequences (n = 56; 82.2%; Fig. A.4) and the H3 having
the lowest (n = 10; 19.2%; Fig. A.3; see Appendix for details of other
gene segments).
The mean numbers of SNPs identified per gene segment for the swabs
and the isolates are provided in Table 1. The data in the table also
demonstrate that the highest number of SNPs were consistently detected
in the swabs. The majority of the SNPs were found in the coding se
quences (CDS; 74% - 99%) and the percentage of SNPs that were non
synonymous ranged from 6.2% - 46% in the swabs and 6.5% to 43.9% in
the isolates (Table 1; Table S2). The highest percent nonsynonymous
SNPs were found in the NS gene segment, which was around 20% higher
than the NP gene which is the second highest. We detected many SNP
frequency shifts in the isolates with many moving towards fixation
(Fig. 2). The mutation spectra in Fig. 2 show distributions near a fre
quency of 1.0 for many isolate SNPs but very few high frequency
(>75%) in the swabs. The most striking differences in SNP frequencies
were evident in the PB2, PA, NA, NS, and HA.
Nucleotide diversity showed a similar pattern to the number of SNPs
with the mean and maximum estimates of π in the swabs higher than in
the isolates. Two gene segments, PB1 and PB2, had significant differ
ences in the variance of π from the swabs and the isolates, however, all
other tests for differences in variances and means were not significant (pvalues in Table 4). Genetic divergence estimates, FST, for each gene
3
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Table 1
Genetic diversity data for avian influenza virus genomes sequenced from swabs collected from wild birds and isolates of the same viruses grown in embryonated
chicken eggs. Provided in the table are the gene segment abbreviations, type of sample (swab or isolate), sample size from which we obtained gene segment sequence
data, mean genome coverage, mean number of SNPs identified across samples for the coding sequences (CDS), the percent of SNPs that are nonsynonymous (%NS), the
mean nucleotide diversity (π) across samples, the mean number of haplotypes across samples (Hn) and haplotype diversity (h). The mean number of SNPs and π are
listed in columns for the total across all samples, estimates for samples with only a single HA and NA subtype detected, and coinfections with multiple HA and NA
subtypes. Values in the parentheses are ranges of the data.
mean SNPs-CDS

Haplotypes (single
infection)

π

Gene
segment

Type

n

Mean coverage

Total

%
NS

Single
infection

Coinfection

Total

Single
infection

Coinfection

Hn

h

PB2

swab

62

888 (43–3822)

6.2

PB1

swab

64

626 (38–3028)

PA

swab

65

751 (29–3305)

HA

swab

74

swab

66

NA

swab

64

MP

swab

67

NS

swab

66

PB2

isolate

64

PB1

isolate

66

564 (57–2454)

PA

isolate

66

HA

isolate

73

NP

isolate

69

NA

isolate

74

MP

isolate

65

NS

isolate

65

1006
(111–12,860)
1503
(72–6776)
1927
(101–6477)
1495
(226–4397)
4716
(189–13,650)
3520
(92–9872)

9.58
(0–184)
11.19
(0–114)
18.65
(0–259)
7.77
(0–196)
15.84
(0− 111)
9.75
(0–109)
4.67
(0–34)
3.06
(0–37)
6.24
(0–98)
6.35
(0–96)
6.31
(0–148)
4.98
(0–99)
6.16
(0− 120)
8.88
(0–99)
2.65
(0–25)
1.42
(0–24)

61.25
(0–229)
40.55
(0–122)
56.59
(0–180)
6.28 (0–76)

NP

1215
(45–5210)
1925
(17–7158)
1345
(31–5998)
3684
(71–12,704)
2840
(80–13,219)
980 (65–3861)

22.50
(0–229)
19.34
(0− 122)
28.89
(0–259)
7.44
(0–196)
26.94
(0–164)
5.59
(0–109)
7.17
(0–34)
4.66
(0–37)
19.08
(0–138)
17.00
(0–117)
20.71
(0− 200)
5.63
(0–99)
19.70
(0–148)
7.55
(0–99)
5.19
(0–36)
4.62
(0–37)

0.0027
(0–0.036)
0.0020
(0–0.022)
0.0036
(0–0.043)
0.0011
(0–0.021)
0.0041
(0–0.033)
0.0012
(0–0.034)
0.0020
(0–0.012)
0.0015
(0–0.016)
0.0021
(0–0.029)
0.0020
(0–0.021)
0.0029
(0–0.034)
0.00070
(0–0.017)
0.0035
(0–0.035)
0.0012
(0–0.027)
0.0013
(0–0.12)
0.0015
(0–0.020)

0.0015*
(0–0.036)
0.0012*
(0–0.022)
0.0025
(0–0.043)
0.0011
(0–0.021)
0.0020
(0–0.019)
0.0025
(0–0.034)
0.0011
(0–0.012)
0.00075
(0–0.0079)
0.00033
(0–0.0085)
0.00057
(0–0.015)
0.00059
(0–0.019)
0.00051
(0–0.0082)
0.00090
(0–0.023)
0.0015
(0–0.027)
0.00052
(0–0.0032)
0.00064
(0–0.0077)

0.0066
(0–0.030)
0.0042
(0–0.017)
0.0065
(0–0.029)
0.00113
(0–0.017)
0.0098
(0–0.033)
0.00016
(0–0.0018)
0.0039
(0–0.012)
0.0033
(0–0.016)
0.0072
(0–0.029)
0.0053
(0–0.021)
0.0088
(0–0.034)
0.0011
(0–0.017)
0.0010
(0–0.035)
0.00050
(0–0.0054)
0.0033
(0–0.012)
0.0037
(0–0.020)

2.43
(1–8)
2.27
(1–16)
1.50
(1–4)
2.72
(1− 10)
2.15
(1–9)
2.28
(1− 11)
2.16
(1–17)
1.69
(1–7)
2.27
(1–11)
3.36
(1–16)
1.75
(1–7)
2.98
(1–18)
1.68
(1–4)
2.68
(1–37)
1.91
(1–28)
1.53
(1–8)

0.21
(0–0.72)
0.17
(0–0.91)
0.09
(0–0.50)
0.18
(0–0.77)
0.10
(0–0.57)
0.13
(0–0.83)
0.09
(0–0.72)
0.07
(0–0.71)
0.15
(0–0.78)
0.20
(0–0.92)
0.10
(0–0.68)
0.20
(0–0.87)
0.09
(0–0.59)
0.14
(0–0.97)
0.09
(0–0.94)
0.07
(0–0.79)

*

10.8
8.3
15.7
26.8
23.2
18.9
46.6
6.5
11.9
8.7
23.8
27.5
18.6
19.4
43.9

55.25
(0–164)
1.55 (0–15)
13.24
(0–27)
8.95 (0− 30)
55.19
(0–138)
41.65
(0–117)
56.29
(0–200)
6.91 (0–74)
52.85
(0–148)
4.75 (0–67)
11.40
(0–36)
12.53
(0–37)

Statistically significant at α = 0.05 per Fligner-Kileen test for homogeneity of variance.

diversity increases caused by coinfections. HA and NA segments from
coinfections were not categorized separately because subtypes are
divergent enough that we were able to separate the consensus haplo
types. The overall diversity estimates for HA and NA segments were
similar for coinfections and single infections.
The number of haplotypes and h did not show a consistent pattern
between the sample types. The haplotype networks also agreed with h in
that a consistent pattern was not detected (Fig. 3). The haplotype net
works demonstrated that most haplotypes were shared between the
swabs and the isolates, and that each gene segment except for NP has a
dominant haplotype. The NS gene segment had the lowest haplotype
diversity. For each segment there were haplotypes that only occurred in
swabs and some that were unique to the isolates.

Table 2
HA and NA subtypes identified from whole genome sequences of avian influenza
viruses collected from wild birds. The subtype for each gene segment are pro
vided as well as the number of samples from which the subtype was identified.
Swab represents sequence data directly from oropharyngeal/cloacal swabs and
isolate represents viruses from the swabs following multiple passages through
embryonated chicken eggs.
Subtype

swab

isolate

Subtype

swab

isolate

H1
H2
H3
H4
H6
H9
H10
H11
H12

4
1
26
13
7
7
1
13
2

4
1
26
14
7
6
2
11
2

N1
N2
N3
N4
N5
N6
N7
N8
N9

9
14
10
1
3
9
1
27
4

5
15
6
1
3
10
1
28
4

4. Discussion
One well known drawback of utilizing virus isolation for avian
influenza virus research is unintended mutation and adaptation to the
culture system (e.g, Parker et al., 2016). For wild bird AIVs, ECEs are a
common approach to VI, but given that the viruses are collected from a
diverse array of wild bird host species and inoculated into chicken eggs,
this has the potential to mimic cross-species transmission. Previous
studies of wild bird AIVs introduced into live chickens have demon
strated adaptation and increased pathogenicity in chickens (Ito et al.,
2001). Wild duck AIVs that have adapted to chickens have also shown
reduced growth when transmitted back to ducks (Li and Cardona, 2010).

segment and the range of values are shown in Table 4. The highest
divergence was seen in the NP and NS segments and the lowest in HA.
Also, greater than 85% of the Fisher’s exact tests were significant after
Bonferroni correction. An interesting, but not unexpected result, was
that the genetic diversity of samples with coinfections was higher than in
single infections. The differences were so stark that we separated coin
fections and single infections for diversity estimates, and for building
haplotype networks (Fig. 3) to avoid confounding in vitro evolution and
4
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Table 3
Differences in HA and NA subtypes detected from swabs and virus isolates from avian influenza whole genome sequences collected from wild birds. The swabs were
collected from the oropharyngeal/cloacal swabs and the isolates were collected after passage in embryonated chicken eggs.
Swab subtype
Sample
Coinfections
AH0004192
AH0007609
AH0013378
AH0014643
AH0014832
AH0029096
AH0029699
AH0033218
AH0037693
AH0038893
AH0044281
AH0060575
AH0102563
AH0114261
AH0118843
AH0119430
AH0119432
AH0119492
AH0119499
AH0119502
Gain or loss
AH0015013
AH0050111
AH0050112
AH0102804

HA
H3
H1
H2
H9
H6
H4
H12
H3
H3
H6
H4
H4
H1
H4
H9
H3
H3
H3
H3
H3
H3
H3

Isolate subtype
NA

H3
H11
H11
H6
H11

H4
H11
H11
H11

N8
N1
N9
N2
N1
N2
N6
N8
N8
N1
N8
N5
N1
N8
N1
N3
N3
N3
N3
N3
N6
N3

HA

N8
N3
N5
N9
N2
N6
N2
N8
N8
N8
N8
N8

N6

H3
H1
H11
H11
H6
H4
H4
H3
H2
H6
H3
H12
H4
H4
H9
H3
H3
H1
H3
H3

NA

H3

H6
H11
H3
H4

H11

H4
H3
H3
H10

N6
N8
N9
N2
N8
N2
N6
N8
N3
N1
N8
N5
N6
N2
N2
N8
N8
N3
N8
N8
N6
N8
N8
N3

Missing Swab

Missing Isolate

HA

HA

N8

N5
N9
N8
N2

NA
N6

N6

N8
H4
H2

H2
H9

N3

H3
H12

H1

H10

N3
N1

N3
H4
H1
H11

H4

N1

H12

N2

N8

NA

H3
H11

N1
N8
N1
N3
N3
N3
N3

N8
N8

Fig. 1. Majority-rule neighbor-joining tree built from consensus sequences with base pair differences recovered from avian influenza virus whole genomes. This plot
represents the PB2 gene segment (trees from other segments are in the appendix). All sequences included have base pair differences and the branches with sample
labels are consensus sequences which the swab (S) and isolate (I) are not in the same clusters. Some samples contained multiple consensus sequences and these are
represented by A and B. Branches with a (*) have bootstrap support less than 0.70. The scale bar is in units of mean nucleotide substitutions per site.

Culture-induced genomic changes can influence many aspects of
virology including vaccine development, growth kinetics, and phylo
genetic inferences. Given that these changes occur in the chicken host,
we hypothesized that wild bird AIV isolation in ECEs will result in
genomic changes that have the potential to impact evolutionary and
epidemiological studies. Here we took a unique approach to evaluate VI
effects by quantifying diversity of viral populations using pooledsequencing analyses, haplotype reconstruction, and evaluating
consensus sequence changes using neighbor-joining trees. While not
necessarily predictable, the genomic changes detected in samples that

were processed using AIV isolation in ECE’s versus direct swab samples
were significant enough to establish potential impacts to research
results.
In this study we have demonstrated that phylogenetic inferences can
be severely impacted by relying on consensus sequences from samples
propagated in ECEs. Most studies of genetic epidemiology and molecular
phylogenetics of wild bird AIVs use consensus sequences to make
evolutionary inferences (e.g., Dugan et al., 2008). Multiple samples had
consensus sequences that were different before and after isolation (range
of n per gene segment = 10–56). The isolates that diverged by just a few
5
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Fig. 2. Plot of single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) frequencies for each gene segment sequenced from avian influenza viruses collected from wild birds. The y-axis
represents each of eight gene segments and the x-axis is the SNP frequencies. Blue dots represent SNPs detected in influenza genomes from oropharyngeal/cloacal
swabs and the yellow dots (isolates) are SNPs detected in the swab viruses following multiple passages through embryonated chicken eggs. The lines and shaded areas
are added for ease of pattern visualization. We considered high SNP frequencies at >0.75. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Table 4
Statistics from analyses genetic differences between swabs and virus isolates from avian influenza whole genome sequences collected from wild birds. Provided are the
gene segment abbreviation, the test statistic and p-value from the Wilcoxan Rank Sum test for differences in nucleotide diversity (π), the Fligner-Killen test for dif
ferences in variance of π, the mean pairwise fixation index (FST) across samples, the range of FST values between swabs and isolates, the number of pairwise Fisher’s
exact tests for allele frequency differences and the number of significant Fisher’s exact tests at α = 0.05 after Bonferroni correction. The swabs were collected from the
oropharyngeal/cloacal swabs and the isolates were collected after multiple passages in embryonated chicken eggs.
Wilcox Rank Sum Test (π)

Fligner-Killen Test (π)

Gene segment

W

p-value

chi-square

p-value

FST

range

# tests

# signficant

PB2
PB1
PA
HA
NP
NA
MP
NS

918
1148
879
2568
988.5
1936
1117
1138

0.1892
0.6021
0.4554
0.7156
0.1307
0.8111
0.3626
0.6695

6.9336
4.4077
2.3568
0.61188
1.5084
0.68021
2.8122
1.6921

0.008459
0.03578
0.1247
0.4341
0.2194
0.4095
0.09355
0.1933

0.045
0.036
0.056
0.033
0.070
0.048
0.062
0.070

0.0018–0.78
0–0.94
0–0.94
0–0.52
0–0.97
0–0.66
0–0.87
0–0.42

46
45
43
52
59
53
61
57

41
41
41
47
57
45
61
57

base pairs typically clustered together with the swab sequences in the NJ trees, which, in the worst cases, only slightly increased the root-to-tip
genetic distance of the tree. However, we also detected sequences from
each gene segment where the isolate sequence fell into an entirely
different cluster. Some of these samples were from coinfections that
likely included divergent strains. Previous work by Bush et al. (2000)
has shown that VI can impact HA phylogenetic tree height through rapid
accumulation of synonymous and nonsynonymous mutations. In these
cases, if phylogenetic inferences are drawn from consensus sequences
that do not match the original swab sample, surveillance efforts, source

Fisher exact test

tracking, and risk assessments will be negatively impacted.
The subtype distribution in the swabs and the isolates, with H3N8
dominating, matches previous studies on influenza viruses in North
American wild birds and samples in the USDA archive (Krauss et al.,
2004; Piaggio et al., 2012). However, the HA and NA subtypes detected
in coinfections were mostly erroneous with 20 out of 23 coinfections
displaying different results between the swabs and the isolates (Table 3).
The array of results for the isolates included reduced detection of
coinfections, sudden detection of coinfections that were not present in
the swab, or detection of one subtype before VI and a different subtype
6
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Fig. 3. Minimum–spanning haplotype networks built in POPART from avian influenza virus whole genomes and haplotypes reconstructed using QUASIRECOMB. Each of the
plots represents one of eight gene segments with abbreviations above the network. Virus haplotypes from swabs are represented by blue and the isolates by grey. Each
node represents a haplotype, the edges and the hash marks represent the number of nucleotide changes between the haplotypes. (For interpretation of the references
to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

after (Table 3). In four swab samples the HA or NA gene segment was not
recovered, but we were able to recover the missing gene segments from
the isolate. Our whole genome results support previous work where
Bourret et al. (2013) failed to detect coinfections after VI of wild bird
AIVs cultured in swine cells and Lindsay et al. (2013) evaluated a
fragment of the HA gene and found that VI altered detection of coin
fections. Relying solely on data from VI to identify coinfections, or for
studies of coinfection dynamics, can lead to incorrect inferences and

severely impact future research, a conclusion also put forward by
Ramakrishnan et al. (2009). Our data complemented and supported
Ramakrishnan et al. (2009) but included a larger sample size and uti
lization of Illumina sequencing rather than pyrosequencing. The similar
outcomes of bias in coinfection detection from all of these studies sug
gest the results are not artifacts of sequencing platform or library
preparation. Further, when subtype and coinfection identification is
confounded, techniques such as subtype-specific real-time PCR and
7
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Riems influenza a typing array (RITA) used in conjunction with NGS
might prove useful (Hoffmann et al., 2016).
We have demonstrated that in some cases VI in ECEs shifts the SNP
mutation spectra across the genome, however in other cases there is no
difference between the swab and the isolate (Fig. 2). There were cases
with no SNPs detected in either the swab or the isolate, and we recov
ered only a single identical haplotype in both. If SNPs or multiple hap
lotypes were detected in the swabs, then we often detected loss or gain of
SNPs, or large frequency shifts going towards fixation in the isolates. In
many samples, VI acted as a genetic bottleneck with fewer SNPs detected
following VI. These results fit expectations as transmission events, which
infection of ECEs with wild bird AIVs mimics, act as bottlenecks on
influenza virus populations (Varble et al., 2014). We could not deter
mine if selection or drift was the major evolutionary force driving these
changes, due to lack of appropriate selection statistics for these data
types (e.g., Kryazhimskiy and Plotkin, 2008), but it was obvious from
the SNPs (Table A.2) that the genotypes of the AIV populations in the
isolates was driven by the initial founder with more SNPs lost than
gained, which is common in viruses (Grubaugh et al., 2017). We did find
evidence of population divergence as mean FST for all gene segments was
over 0.03 and greater than 85% of the Fisher’s exact tests found sig
nificant differences in allele frequencies, demonstrating the populations
from the swabs and the isolates were different.
Haplotype reconstruction facilitated the assembly of haplotype net
works. The advantage of these networks is that they provide means for
the visualization of haplotype diversity for each gene segment, the
abundance of each haplotype in the dataset, and which haplotypes are
more likely to persist through VI. From these networks we can see that
all gene segments except NP had a dominant haplotype (Fig. 3). Low
frequency haplotypes were abundant in some gene segments, notably
PB2, PB1, HA, NA, and MP. This is surprising given that PB2 and PB1
have the lowest sequencing coverage, which suggests that the number of
haplotypes reconstructed is not restricted by sequencing depth. Kim
et al. (2016), estimated selection on influenza gene segments with large
datasets of haplotypes using Tajima’s D and found no signal of selection
for PB2, PB1, PA, NP, and MP. This could explain the higher haplotype
diversity and more low frequency haplotypes in PB2, PB1, and MP as
neutral evolution will allow for the accumulation of SNPs in the popu
lation. The high prevalence (~90% or more) of synonymous SNPs in PB2
and PB1 also lends evidence to neutral mutation being the dominant
force. NP and PA genes had an even distribution of haplotypes with
similar frequencies. PA had only 6% nonsynonymous SNPs suggesting
neutral mutation, but the value for NP was much higher (> 18%). Kim
et al. (2016) found positive D values for HA, NA, and NS which suggests
positive selection. The NS segment has over 40% nonsynonymous SNPs
which also suggests positive selection. The HA and NA had more low
frequency SNPs than NS, bur fewer nonsynonymous SNPs. These two
gene segments tend to have higher mutation rates due to the interaction
of the proteins with host cell membranes and adapting to new hosts
(Chen and Holmes, 2006), and this functionality suggests selection, but
our data were inconclusive.
Genomic diversity, as expressed through π and h, were not statisti
cally different between the swabs and the isolates (Table 1). This was
surprising given the obvious shifts in the SNP mutation spectra, FST
values, and significant Fisher’s exact test (Fig. 1; Table 4). Thus, reliance
on π and h to evaluate genetic differences between virus populations
over a short time period seems to be insufficient. Other diversity metrics,
rather than π and h, could be more sensitive to detecting SNP frequency
changes or detecting loss or gain of SNPs. For example, the Shannondiversity index has been used in a number of virus systems, however
extremely deep sequencing resulting in 10,000× coverage or more, is
required for unbiased estimates of the Shannon-diversity for virus
populations (Zhao and Illingworth, 2019), which sometimes is not
practical for certain projects. Our results indicate that using FST and
Fisher’s exact test for differences in allele frequencies, along with
qualitative assessment of SNP mutation spectra, nonsynonymous

nucleotide changes, and haplotype networks can be alternatives for
datasets that don’t meet the strict criteria required for common diversity
metrics. Pooled-sequencing analytical packages, such as POPOOLATION2
and SNPGENIE, are useful for virus population genetics as many of the
statistics in these software packages are adapted for haploid data. There
are multiple pooled-sequencing tools available to assist with estimation
of population genetic statistics for virus populations consisting of mixed
genotypes (Kofler et al., 2011a; Kofler et al., 2011b; Nelson et al., 2015).
However, further research to advance the development of additional
population genetic statistics that accommodate viral populations is
required.
Data generation in the laboratory is fraught with choices around
identifying optimal protocols that meet the specific needs of the study.
There are tradeoffs with all sequencing approaches that lead to different
forms of bias which can include enzymatic induced errors (e.g., PCR and
reverse transcriptase), sensitivity, and specificity. We used one of the
standard amplicon-based whole genome sequencing protocols for AIV.
Amplicon approaches are extremely useful and are one way to target and
enrich specific viral nucleic acids for high depth sequencing without VI.
However, one must be aware that reverse transcription and PCR can
inadvertently introduce errors, thus using this approach on top of VI can
be confounding. An alternative to amplicon sequencing is shotgun
metagenomic sequencing, which is able to sequence all nucleic acids in a
sample while reducing the number of PCR cycles to fewer than 10. This
agnostic sequencing approach is less-biased than amplicon approaches
and thus the sequences are a better representative of the natural virus
populations. However, metagenomics approaches are not specific, and
are less sensitive sue to the majority of the sequence reads being from the
host and its microbiome. In many cases greater than 90% of the reads are
from the host and less than 1% of viral reads are from the target virus
which means more sequencing depth and/or host depletion is required
which greatly increases the cost per sample inorder to get the depth
required for population genetic analyses (Calvet et al., 2016; Liu et al.,
2011). For a more thorough review of the tradeoffs please see Houldcroft
et al. (2017).
Given the rapid advancement of genomic technologies, studying the
genomics of AIVs directly from samples and free from the impact of VI,
will provide more accurate results. Additionally, directly sequencing
from samples is less costly and laborious than propagation of viruses in
ECE’s prior to sequencing. There are now multiple examples of genomic
approaches for the study of AIVs without VI. Our study, and Ferreri et al.
(2019) have demonstrated the potential of using high-throughput
sequencing to investigate multiple aspects of virus genomics without
VI. Keller et al. (2018) directly sequenced influenza virus RNA, without
cDNA conversion, using an Oxford Nanopore MinION which circum
vents biases introduced by reverse transcription and PCR, however VI
was still required. In cases where VI is still necessary, exploring other
systems, such as domestic duck eggs, might reduce some bias particu
larly when the samples were collected from mallards given that the
commercial domestic duck arose from the mallard (Li et al., 2010).
However, the diversity of bird species, and likely their immune systems,
is very high with relationships more distant than chicken and duck thus
there may still be genomic changes during VI depending on the original
host species (Prum et al., 2015). Given the rapid development of
genomic technology, the field of virology can shift further towards
sequencing of virus genomes directly from samples and to collected data
with minimal bias. Minimally biased methods can further illuminate the
dynamics of viruses as “clouds” of unique genotypes which can help us
better understand the adaptive landscape of emerging infectious
diseases.
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Appendix
Neighbor-joining tree results for gene segments.
PB1 had 16 samples (24.2%) that had consensus changes and eight of the paired samples had sequences that fell into different clusters Fig. A.1).
The PA gene segment had 36 (54.6%) samples that had consensus sequence differences with 13 of these falling into different clusters (Fig. A.2). For the
H3 gene segment, 10 (19.2%) samples that had consensus sequence differences, two of which had their swabs and isolates fall into different clusters
(Fig. A.3). The NP gene segment had 56 (81.2%) with consensus changes with 13 in different clusters (Fig. A.4). The N8 gene segment had 15 (27.3%)
samples with one from swabs and isolates in different clusters (Fig. A.5). The MP gene segment had 24 (35.8%) samples with consensus changes with
12 of these in different clusters (Fig. A.6). The NS segment had 49 (74%) samples with consensus differences with 10 samples having sequences fall
into divergent clusters (Fig. A.7). The percent of nucleotide differences in the consensus sequences are provided in the Table S3.
Figures A.1–A.7. Neighbor-joining trees built from consensus sequences with base pair differences recovered from avian influenza virus whole
genomes. Each of the plots represents one of eight gene segments with abbreviations in the upper left. All sequences included have base pair dif
ferences and the branches with Sample labels are consensus sequences which the swab (S) and isolate (I) are not in the same clusters. Some samples
contained multiple consensus sequences and these Are represented by A and B. Branches with a (*) have bootstrap support less than 0.70. The scale bar
is in units of mean nucleotide substitutions per site.

Fig. A.1. PB1
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Fig. A.2. PA

Fig A.3. H3
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Fig A.4. NP

Fig. A.5. N8
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Fig. A.6. MP

Fig. A.7. NS

Appendix A. Supplementary data
Supplementary data to this article can be found online at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.meegid.2020.104505.
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